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Sometimes

thinking

INSIDE
can be
a good
thing!

the box

Introducing
The 2-handle 40lb max.
and our Heavy Duty
4-handle 100lb max.
they both

outperform

comparable capacity reels, Here’s How:
Performance Comparison
Installs Faster!
Works with OR without a rack!
Easy to set up and easy to move!
Won’t tangle or backlash!
Stops dispensing when you stop pulling!
Won’t need an extra set of hands to prevent overruns!
Has up to 4 Double Reinforced Handles!
Can carry as much weight as the installer wishes!
Will still dispense if damaged in transit or dropped!
NO splinters!
Can be waterproofed!
Stacks well!
No special FedEX/UPS handling charges!
Saves warehouse handling costs and cuts down SKU’s!
No Disposal Cost, it’s Recyclable
Sustanability Comparison
Made from recycled material!
100% recycled zero waste!
Easily collapsible and disposable when empty!
Won’t end up in a landfill!
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At

we think
OUTSIDE and INSIDE the box
for our customers
and for the environment.
®

Every year millions of tons of waste are poured into our nations

landfills in the form of construction scrap. A critical culprit is the plywood reel. As a chemically infused product, it cannot be recycled
naturally and the cost to try to recycle its elements is prohibitive. As
such, it becomes a disposal product and in some countries must be
disposed of in special facilities such that the glues and chemicals
used will not contaminate waste by-products and ground water.

In response to customer challenges to eliminate this package, the
Paige 1 Pac and 1 Pac 2 products were designed. Able to be used
in all the same ways a reel is used but 100% recyclable, the Paige
1 Pac products are a “cradle to cradle” sustainable product. That
means it never needs to see a landfill. Moreover, this product is
originally constructed using 50-75% recycled material so it contributes to sustainability in two ways.

and

Saves Time, Money and The Earth

Environmental
Commitment

®

To find out more about our environmental initiatives
click the PEC or 1pac tabs
at www.paigeelectric.com

Paige Electric Co, LP
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